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Article abstract
The Mamit Innuat Hunting Strategies
Numbering about 2 000, the Mamit Innuat are a group of Québec Indians
belonging to the Innu or Montagnais nation and inhabitating the eastern part
of the North Shore of the Gulf of the St. Lawrence river. During the early
eighties, statistical data on their hunting, fishing and trapping activities have
been collected with their active participation. Some of the data are used in this
paper to analyse their hunting strategies according to six parameters : the
ecological caracteristics of their hunting territories ; their hunting seasons ;
their campsites ; their hunting and trapping routes ; the animais sought ; the
species harvested. According to the data the Mamit Innuat make rational
choices in their exploitation of the wildlife resources of their territories and
take into account the returns for their efforts. They do not simply rely on their
" hunter's instinct " and on their traditions.
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